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Abstract 
This paper is devoted to the study of central limit theorems and the domain of normal attraction 
for some random processes with sample paths in exponential Orlicz spaces under metric entropy 
conditions. In particular, the local times of strongly symmetric standard Markov processes and 
random Fourier series are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
Let us first recall that a mean zero random vector X with values in a separable 
Banach space B is said to satisfy the central limit theorem if there exists a Gaussian 
vector G in B such that the normalized sums C:=, Xi/fi converge weakly to G, where 
X,,, n 2 1, is a sequence of independent random vectors with the same distribution as X. 
We say that X belongs to the domain of normal attraction of Y if the normalized sums 
EYE, XJnl/p converge weakly to a p-stable random vector Y for some 1 < p < 2. The 
purpose of this paper is to discuss the central limit theorem and the domain of normal 
attraction of some random processes. 
Suppose that X = (X(t), t E T) is a real or complex valued random process 
indexed by T and its sample paths are almost surely in a separable Banach space, 
then we can consider X as a random vector in B. Many common function spaces, 
however, such as the set C(T) of all bounded continuous functions on T and the Orlicz 
space L+ generated by a general Young function 4, are not of finite Rademacher type, 
Rademacher cotype or stable type. Thus the general theory of central limit theorems in 
Banach spaces cannot be directly applied, and hence the study of weak convergence for 
the stochastic process X = (X(t), t E T) relies heavily on the sample paths themselves. 
If (T,d) is a compact metric or pseudometric space, let N(T,d, E) denote the minimal 
number of open balls of radius E, with centers in T, that cover T. logN( T, d, E) is 
called the metric entropy of (T, d). 
Jain and Marcus (1975) first investigated the central limit theorem for C(T) valued 
random variables satisfying a Lipschitz condition under the finiteness of the metric 
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entropy integral. Marcus and Pisier (1984b, Corollary 1.4) extended their results to 
obtain the domain of normal attraction of a p-stable continuous stochastic process. 
These authors make efficient use of the characterization of a compact subset of C(T) 
given by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. Random Fourier series, although not satisfying the 
Lipschitz condition, can induce a translation invariant distance on T. Marcus and Pisier 
(1981, 1984b) use this metric to make a complete study of random Fourier series. 
In this paper we will be interested in studying the central limit theorem for certain 
stochastic processes whose sample paths are in exponential Orlicz spaces. We first 
prove a general central limit theorem for random processes with sample paths in an 
exponential Orlicz space by characterizing compact subsets. Our basic assumption is 
still the finiteness of the metric entropy integral. In Section 3 we investigate the local 
time of certain strongly symmetric standard Markov processes whose state space is 
in a locally compact metric space by using the Dynkin isomorphism theorem (see 
Lemma 3.1 in Section 3). Finally, Theorem 1.1 of Chapter IV in Marcus and Pisier 
(1981) is extended to Orlicz spaces. 
2. Random processes with sample paths in exponential Orlicz spaces 
Let $JJx) = exp 1x14 - 1, 1 dq d 0~). Suppose that (T, xp) is a probability mea- 
sure space, we denote by &(dp) the so-called Orlicz space formed by all measur- 
able functions x : T --+ C for which there is a positive constant c > 0 such that 
Jr ~q(lx(~)llc)d~(~) < co, and define the norm 
Ib$by(dp) = inf c > 0: 
{ J 
4q(lx(tNc)ddt) d 1 . 
T > 
(2.1) 
In the case q = CO, by definition Ilxll$_ = suptEr Ix(t)l. It is well known that (&(dp), 
II.IIti,) is a Banach space and the closure L$ 4 (dp) of the subset of all simple functions 
in &,(dp) is separable. 
For any finite family rc = {Et, E2, . . , Em} C F of disjoint sets with positive finite 
measure, U, denotes the map from &(dn) to &(dp) given by 
u,(x) = 2 -f- J 4s) d/.G)b,. 
i=, AEi) E, 
(2.2 1 
Let { rc} be directed by defining rc < 7~1 to mean that every set in rc is, except for a set of 
measure zero, a union of sets in ~1. The following basic lemma gives a characterization 
of compact sets in L$,(dp); it plays the same role in L$,(dp) as the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem in C(T). 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that (T, zp) is a probability measure space with a countably 
generated a-jield, then a subset K in L’$(dp) is relatively compact if and only if 
(i) K is bounded, 
(ii) there exists a sequence of {nj} directed by 71~ <:71j+l such that l.Jn,(x) converges 
uniformly in K. 
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Proof. Su$iciency: Assume that the conditions (i) and (ii) hold. For each rc = 
(El,..., E,,, ), we have 
(2.3) 
from which we deduce that IIU,(x)ll# 4 d I(xll,#+. Thus { UZ,} is a sequence of uniformly 
bounded linear operators. 
Since U, has a finite dimensional range it maps any bounded set into a relatively 
compact set. Now according to the second part of Lemma IV 5.4 in Dunford and 
Schwartz (1988) K is relatively compact as desired. 
Necessity: Assume K is relatively compact. Since K is obviously bounded, we turn 
to the proof of (ii). Since Y is a countably generated o-field, there exists a countable 
subfamily {B,, n 2 1) of Y such that (T({&, n > l}) = K 
For each j >, 1, there is a finite partition {Ai,j, 1 <i <n(j)} such that 
b({A,,j, 1 <i<n(j)}) = o({&, 1 dn<j}). 
Let 7tj = (Al,j,..., An(j),j). (2.3) implies {U,,} is a sequence of uniformly 
linear operators. On the other hand, for any indicator function I, and p > 1, 
P 
(2.4) 
bounded 
where E, denotes the expectation operation with respect to ,u. By the martingale con- 
vergence theorem the last term of (2.5) tends to zero as j -+ 00. Thus, for any E > 0 
there is an integer j large enough to insure that 
1 
6 IIUn,(~~) -1~111 exp - 62. 0 &q (2.6) 
This shows that IlU,&) - I&,, tends to zero as j --f IX. If x = If=, QlE,, then 
limj,, Ilun,(x> - ~11~~ = 0. This gives limj...+, IIUn,(x) --~ll$~ = 0 for any x in 
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L$,(dp) because the set of all simple functions is dense in Lz,(dp). Now the desired 
(ii) follows directly from the first part of Lemma IV 5.4 in Dunford and Schwartz 
(1988). 
Remark 2.1. Suppose that (T,d) is a compact metric or pseudometric space, then (T, d) 
is separable and the Bore1 c-field F can be countably generated. Moreover, in the 
above lemma we can also choose nj = (Ai,j, . . . , An(j),j) such that maxi <i<ntj)i(Ai,j) 
tends to zero as j + 00, where $(i(Ai,j) is the diameter of Ai,j. 
Prokhorov’s theorem and Lemma 2.1 easily gives 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that (T, Zpu) is a probability measure space with a countably 
generated o-jield. A sequence of bounded measures {P,, n > 1) in L’$(dp) is relatively 
compact if and only tf 
(9 lk+f-m sup, &(llxll~, >M) = 0, 
(ii) limj,, supn P,(llx - q(x)II& H >E)=Ofor any E>O. 
Proof. Since L$,(dp) is a separable Banach space, Prokhorov’s theorem indicates that 
P,,, n 2 1, is relatively compact if and only if P,, n 2 1, is uniformly tight, that is, for 
each E > 0 there exists a compact subset K in Ls,(dp) such that 
supP,(x E KC)<&. (2.7) 
II31 
Therefore, it is enough for us to show that the hypotheses (i) and (ii) are equivalent 
to (2.7). This can be done in a completely similar way to the proof of Theorem 8.2 
in Billingsley (1968) by using Lemma 2.1 instead of Arzela-Ascoli theorem. 
We now state the main result of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that (T, d) is a compact metric or pseudometric space with 
Bore1 o-jield. Let (X(t), t E T) be a real valued random process with zero mean, 
defined on a probability space (O,g,P) such that 
llx(t) - JWll~y(dp) Gd(s,t) WV 
for some l<q62 and any s,tET. 
If J, (logN(T, d, E)) (l/q)--(‘jq’)ds < 00 for some q < q’ < co, then X satisjes the 
central limit theorem as a random vector in L&(dp). 
Proof. According to Theorem 3.1 in Marcus and Pisier (1985), it is known that under 
the hypotheses stated there exists a version of X = (X(t), t E T), still denoted by X, 
such that X has its sample paths in the separable Banach space L$,,(dp) almost surely, 
and further 
EI~XIIhJd~) Gcq,,’ EIX(tO)l + d+ 
s 
(logN(T,d,#l’q)-(l’q’) ds , 
0 > 
(2.9) 
where to E T, d = ~up~,~~r d(s, t) and Cq,q~, C, (defined later) are numerical constants 
depending only on q,q’. 
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Since a random vector X with EX = 0 satisfies the central limit theorem if and 
only if EX does, where E is a Rademacher random variable independent of X (see 
Ledoux and Talagrand, 1991, p. 279), without loss of generality we can assume that X 
is a symmetric process. Let (X,X,, n > 1) be an independent and identically distributed 
sequence, and write S,, = Cy=, Xi. The following result due to Morrow (1984) will be 
used. We include a proof since Morrow’s paper is unpublished. 
Lemma 2.3. Let 0 < q ~2. If X,X, , . . . ,X, are independent and identically distributed 
real random variables with EX = 0 and IIXll4,(dp) <co, then there exists a positive 
constant C, such that 
II Xl +...+x, fi II d cqIlxll~,c~,. 4,(W (2.10) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that X is symmetric. Recall that there 
exists positive constants A,,B, depending only on q so that 
(2.11) 
Indeed, this is easily obtained via the expansion of exponential function (see Ledoux 
and Talagrand, 1991, Lemma 3.7). 
Thus, in order to prove the lemma we only need to show 
Xl +...+x, 
J;; II <Cqml’q(lXll~~(dpj for all m3 1. &A@) 
For this we notice that 
x n (2m~)2m~iq(AqIIXII~~(~))2m. 
i=l 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Let now CO and cl be universal constants such that 
(COm)m <m! <(clm)m, m3 1. 
Then by expanding the multinomial coefficient, the right-hand side of (2.13) does not 
exceed the following expression 
f(~):=(~~~(~),,+,~=~exP~mlog2m+(~-l)~2mllogZm.) 
I 
m, 2 1 
(2.14) 
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Now some simple calculations yield that 
with c’ = 2(ci/c0)~. 
Now differentiate f(l/q) as defined in (2.14). Obtain 
6(2mlog2m)f i , 
0 
or, after integration, 
logf(l/q) 1 1 
f(l/2) 
d(2mlog2m) --i . ( ) 4 
Thus 
Combining these inequalities we obtain (2.12), and hence conclude the proof of 
Lemma 2.3. 
We continue our proof of Theorem 2.1 by using Lemma 2.3. In fact, we have 
for any s, t E T, from which we deduce, using (2.9), that for some to E T 
G Cqd (EIX(to)12)“2 + d+ 
s 
(logN(T,d,s))(“q)-(l’q’)ds 
0 
< w (2.15) 
where d^ = ~up,,~~r d(s, t). 
Thus, limM_03 sup,, P(II 3 IIq$,(dp) a”) = 0. 
Lemma 2.2 shows that a sequence of probability measures induced by the normalized 
sums ($,/fi, n> 1) is relatively compact if there exists {rrj, j> 1) where Xj = 
(Ai,j, . ,Ancj,,j) such that 
(2.16) 
holds for any 6 > 0. The next step is to establish (2.16). 
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Using Lemma 2.3 again gives 
(2.17) 
Define dj(s, t) = C,ll(r-U,,)(X(s)-X(t))ll~~(d~,. Then dj is a metric in T and can be 
estimated as follows: if s, t E Ai,j for some 1 d i d n(j), then dj(s, t) < d(s, t); if s EAi,j, 
t l Ak,j for some 1 <i,k<n(j), then 
dj(s,t)= II X(s) -x(t) - (&) Lt., X(u)dP(u) - & 
(2.18) 
By the previous Remark 2.1 it is possible to choose {nj} such that maxl<m(j) suPs,tc~,,, 
d(s, t) tends to zero as j --+ co. 
BY (2.9) 
+ 4 + J (log N( T, dj, E))(“q)--(l’q’) da > ) (2.19) 0 
where ij = SUP,,~~~ dj(s, t). 
On the other hand, El& - U,,(Sn)(to)/fi12 = EI(Z - UT)X(to)12 tends to zero as 
j + 00 and so does the integral J,(logN(Z’, dj, 6)) (‘lq)-(‘/q ) ds since dj decreases to 
zero. This completes the proof of (2.16). 
In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 it is now enough to verify that each 
real valued random variable f(X) satisfies the corresponding central limit theorem for 
every f in the dual space of Lo 
%’ 
(dp). For properties of this dual space we refer readers 
to Marcus and Pisier ( 198 1, p. 107). The arguments in the proof of Theorem 3.1 of 
Marcus and Pisier (1985) yield EIIX)l$Y,cdpj <co which in turn establishes the required 
result. 
3. Local times of strongly symmetric standard Markov processes 
We first establish some notation (see Marcus and Rosen, 1992) and summarize some 
known results. 
Let S be a locally compact metric space with a countable base and let X = 
(Q,&,&P*), t E L@, be a strongly symmetric standard Markov process with state 
space S. Such a process X has a symmetric transition density function pt(x,y) and 
a-potential density u~(x, JJ) = som e-c(fpt(x, y) dt. A continuous additive functional 
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At, t 20 of the Markov process X is called a local time at y if for any x # y 
Py(RA = 0) = 1, PX(RA = 0) = 0, (3.1) 
where RA = inf{t 1 At > 0). 
In fact the function t + At is the distribution function of a measure supported on 
the set {t IX, = y}. It is well-known that a necessary and sufficient condition for X to 
have a local time process is that 
uyx, y) < cm, vx, y E s (3.2) 
for some (hence for all) a > 0. Since local times are defined up to a multiplicative 
constant, we can choose a version of the local time at y, which we will denote by LT, 
by requiring that 
e-’ dLT = u’(x, y), Vx E S. (3.3) 
On the other hand, the function u’(x, y) is positive definite on S x S for each rx > 0. 
Therefore for each CI > 0, we can define a mean zero Gaussian process (G,(x), x E S) 
with covariance 
EGa(x)Ga( y) = u’(x, Y >, ‘dx, YE s. 
The process X and (G,(x), x E S), assumed to be independent, are related through 
the or-potential density zP(x, y). To simplify the following statements, we will only 
consider X and the associated Gaussian process corresponding to CI = 1 and denote 
this Gaussian process by G = (G(x), x ES). The metric induced by G is as follows: 
d(x, y) = @(G(x) - G(Y)>‘)“~ = (u’(x, y) + u’(y, y) - 224x, v))“~. (3.4) 
Let J be an exponential random variable, defined on a probability space (!2’,Pn), 
with mean 1 independent of X. We can now obtain a stochastic process (LX,, x E S) by 
replacing t in L: by i. In fact, let A be the cemetery state for X and define the killed 
version of X by 
(3.5) 
Then L;, is the local time process of Xt,. In this section we will mainly be concerned 
with the process L,. 
From Marcus and Rosen (1992, Section 6) it is seen that if (G(x), x E S) is a.s. 
continuous then (LX,, x E S) is as. continuous (recall that a property of a Markov 
process holds a.s. if and only if it holds as. with respect to PX for all x E S). 
Actually, (G(x), XES) is as. continuous if and only if (L:, (t,x) E R+ x S) is as. 
continuous (see Marcus and Rosen, 1992, Theorem 1.1). On the other hand, Dudley 
gave a concrete metric entropy condition involving d(x, y) for the continuity a.s. of 
(G(x), x ES). More precisely, if Jom(logN(K, d, c))lj2 ds < cc for each compact subset 
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K of S, then (G(x), x E S), and of course (Go, x E S), has a version with continuous 
sample paths. Now assume that supXES EGG < 00, then 
for some constant c > 0 (possibly depending on sup,EG(~)~). In addition, suppose that 
(K, u) is a compact topological probability measure space, and &(logN(K,d, &))l-“q 
da < oo for some 1 < q < 00. Then by Theorem 3.1 of Marcus and Pisier (1985), 
(Go, x ES) is as. in a separable Banach space Li,(dp). 
We next state a lemma which is Theorem 4.1 from the paper of Marcus and Rosen 
(1992). This lemma, which we shall refer to as the Dynkin isomorphism theorem, 
provides a link between Gaussian processes and the local times of their associated 
strongly symmetric Markov processes. 
Lemma 3.1 (Dynkin isomorphism theorem). Let 1 = {li}F, and G = {Gi}r, be 
I%“-valued random variables and let G, and Gg be real-valued random variables such 
that {G, G,, Go} are jointly Gaussian with probability space (Szo, Po) and expectation 
operator Eo. Let (52, Q) be the underlying space for 1 and define (Gi, Gj) = EoGiGj. 
Assume that for any il , . . . ,i,, not necessarily distinct, we have 
(3.7) 
where rc runs over all permutations of { 1,2,. . . , n}. Then for all +? measurable non- 
negative functions F on Rm, we have 
(3.8) 
where 9? denotes the o-algebra generated by the cylinder sets of Iw”O. 
The Dynkin isomorphism theorem may be used to show that the process (L:, XES) 
is a.e. in L$,(K,dp) whenever (G2(x), XES) is. 
For each x E S, let h(y) = u’(x, y), y E S. Then h is an excessive function. For 
every bounded measurable function f defined on S, we define 
4’h’f(~) = &PA f . h)(x) = &E’f(h(X,H. 
It is easy to see that $’ is a semigroup. There exists a unique Markov process 
(L&&,X, P”jh), called the h-transform of X, with transition operators eCh), for which 
PX’h(F(m)Z~,,~cw~,) = &P’(F(w)h(X)) for all FE b%, 
where and in the following context 5 denotes the natural life time of X. In particular, 
for 0 < tl . . . < tk and Bore1 measurable sets B,, _ . . , Bk we have 
E,ExihI 1 (&EB ,,,..( &C&) I (&Xi) = EnEX’h4x,EBI >..., XkEBk~4lk4(Ik<~) 
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n 
xi_ =x). 
Thus PA x PxIh describes a process starting and finishing (after an exponential killing 
time) at X. In the following discussion, the local times (L;, x ES) will be defined on 
a probability space (52’ x Sz, PI, x P”ih). 
Lemma 3.2. Under the above hypotheses and notations, for each XES 
EAExth fi L,y” = c 
x (G&W)) 
(G(x), WY,(I))) . . . (G(Y~(,)), G(x)) 
j=l 
=c -!--(c(x), G(Y,(I))) . . . (G(y,(,)), G(X)), 71 ul(x,x) (3.9) 
where 7~ is the set of all the permutation (z( I), . . . , z(n)) of (1,. . . ,n). Moreover, we 
have 
E;&ExthEGF (L;+ y) =EoF (F) g, (3.10) 
where F is any positive functional on the space of functions from S to R’. 
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is omitted since it is Theorem 4.1, Example 2 in Marcus 
and Rosen (1992). 
Now we state our main results on the central limit theorem for the local time process 
(L$ XES). Here since L, does not have mean zero, we shall restrict ourselves to the 
study of its centered process L, - EL;. 
Theorem 3.1. Let X = (X,, t E rW+) be a strongly symmetric standard Markov 
process with state space S, which is a locally compact metric space with count- 
able basis; and suppose that its l-potential density u’(x, y) of X is continuous and 
supXyEs u’(x, y) < co. Let 1 be an exponential random variable with mean 1 inde- 
pendent of X. Dejine 
d(s, t) = (u’(x,x) - 2&x, y) + u’(y, Y))“~. (3.11) 
Suppose that (S, Y, u) is a topological probability space and there is a positive con- 
’ stant 1 < q < CO such that &(logN(K,d, E)) - (‘h) de < co for each compact set K c S. 
Then Lj. - EL, satisfies the central limit theorem as a random vector in L:,(dp). 
Remark 3.1. Since (S,d) is locally compact, the statement that L, - EL, satisfies the 
central limit theorem in L$,(dp) means that L; -EL,, when restricted to K, satisfies the 
central limit theorem in Li,(dp/p(K)) for each compact set K with p(K) > 0. Similar 
notation has been used by other authors Adler et al. (1990). Therefore, without loss 
of generality, we can assume that (S,d) itself is compact. 
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Proof. Assume (S,d) is compact. We first show that t:, is a.s. in L!$(dp). In fact, for 
each XES we have by using Lemma 3.2 for F = 11 . l14,t+p 
from which we deduce 
(3.12) 
On the other hand, G(x) is a normal random variable with variance u’(x,x), so that 
E4G(x) = ~u’(x,x)~. Moreover, when So(logN(K,d,&))‘-“qd& < CQ, by Theorem 3.1 
and the proof in Marcus and Pisier (1985) we have (G2( y), y E S) is a.s. in Li<,(dp) 
and EllG2(Y)k$4(drj < co. Thus (3.12) is finite. 
Similarly, for each 7tj defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have 
+EG (I - Un,)w II 2 II . &(d~) (3.13) 
Since the conditions of Theorem 2.1 holds for the process (Go, y ES), then 
II Go /iii EG (1 - u,,)~ II = o 4qCb) 
This together with (3.13) implies that 
;i&&@ll(I - &&Il&(dp) = 0. (3.14) 
Thus JC, is also a.s. in the separable Banach space Lsy(dp). 
Suppose that (LX,, L;,,, n 3 1) is a sequence of independent and identically distributed 
random processes on S and (a,~,, n > 1) an independent Rademacher sequence. As in 
(1.5a) of Adler et al. (1990), let 
zn = Cy=l EiLI,i 
fi . 
(3.15) 
In order to prove that L, - EL, satisfies the central limit theorem we first verify that 
2, is relatively compact. For this we show as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 that 
(3.16) 
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and 
(3.17) 
for each x E S. These two statements can be proved by an argument similar to the 
proof of Theorem 1.2 of Adler et al. (1990). 
In fact, it is easily seen by using repeatedly Lemma 3.2 that 
and 
Since by the proof of Theorem 2.1 we have 
and 
we need only show that 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
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and 
lim E,Ec 
j+cc (3.21) 
Let G(y) = G(y) - y(y)G(x) where y(y) = EG(x)G(y)/u’(x,x). Thus G(y) is a 
Gaussian process independent of G(n). Next we estimate [l&y)’ - G(z)~~[~,(~~). Recall 
that for a mean zero Gaussian variable [, ~~~~~,<~rn’~~~~~~~~, m3 1, where c is an 
absolute constant (see Ledoux and Talagrand, 1991, p. 60). Thus for every integer 
m>l, 
llG(y)2 - G(z)2jl, = (ElG(y) - G(z)I”IG’(y) + G’(z)l”)“” 
GtllW) - GWll2, + MY) - rWlllW&J 
* mY)l12m + IIQz)llZm) 
<cm 4y,z), 
where c is a positive constant possibly depending on sup, z&(x,x). Hence we have 
llW2 - ~(z)211~,(dp)QCd(y,z) (3.22) 
using the expansion formula for the exponential function. From the proof of Theorem 
2.1, 
Hence, 
and 
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Similarly, 
IlY(v)~(Y) - Yells, 
6 lY(Y) - IJw%N~,(dF) + IY(Z)III~(Y) - ml$%+P, 
<cd(.w), (3.23) 
where c is a positive constant possibly depending on u’(x,x) and sup, u’(x,x). Again, 
using the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
~~ll~(v)W)ll~,~~,, < 00 
(3.24) 
and 
b&Ei;llU - GE, )Y(e%N#+(dr) = 0. 
Hence it easily follows that 
(3.25) 
<W (3.26) 
and 
lim sup E,EGE~; 
i-00 n II 
= jlimW sup EcEi; 
n 
= lim sup& (f $ d(X))12 fi -$$+&I - ~,)Y(Y@(Y)l/~,(dpj 
j+= n 
= 0, (3.27) 
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where we need only note that {(I - U,)y(y)@), y E S} is still a Gaussian process 
in the first equality. 
Using these results gives 
G;(x) 
~l(&~) 
<CO (3.28) 
since the third term on the right-hand side of the first inequality can be estimated as 
follows 
(3.29) 
’ G?(x) xn+- i=, 24 (XJ) + jli& sup E& n 
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=o (3.30) 
since the last term on the right-hand side of this inequality can also be estimated 
similarly as follows: 
(3.31) 
To complete our proof, it is now enough to show that the real valued random variable 
sf(Lj,) satisfies the classical central limit theorem for each f in the dual space of 
L$,(dp). In fact, for any f in the dual space of L$$dp) there exists a corresponding 
u m &(dp) such that 
f(x) = / x(yh(y)d&l 
s 
(3.32) 
where $q is the conjugate function of 44. Thus for any x ES we have 
> 
2 
Ei,Ex’h f (Li)2 = Ei,ExJh L$O) G(y) 
=I1 EAE”‘~L,YL;~“~YMz) My) d/&). s s (3.33) 
Since supY,zES EnE x/hLiL,’ = 2u’(x,y)u’(x,z)u’(y,z)/u’(x,x) < co, the limit distribu- 
tion of the normalized sums (l/J;;) Cf=, si f (Lj) exists and is uniquely determined by 
E~.ExfhL~L~ for any y,z~S. 
4. Random Fourier series 
Let G be a compact Abel group, {Y,, IZ 3 1) its character group. Suppose that 
1% it 3 1) is a sequence of complex numbers, {t,, n 2 1) a sequence of independent 
real valued symmetric random variables and {O,, n 3 1) standard symmetric p-stable 
(1 < p <2) real valued random variables, i.e., E exp(it0) = exp(-ItIP), t E R. If 
p = 2, tl is a normal variable. 
Consider the random Fourier series 
(4.1) 
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If C,“=, (a, IP < 00, then define a translation invariant metric d(s, t) as follows: 
for s,tEG. 
(4.2) 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that u is a probability measure on G and S,(logN 
(G,d,~))(“q)--(“q’)d& < 00, where q is conjugate of p and q < q’ < 00. 
(i) (1 < P < 2) rf SUP,W~I > c) < C-J’ for any c > 0 and each 5, belongs to 
the normal attraction domain of 6, then X itself belongs to the normal attraction 
domain of Y in Li,(dp). 
(ii) (p = 2) If Et: = 1 and inf, El&l > 0, then X satisfies the central limit theorem 
in L$,, (du). 
The following lemma will be used. 
Lemma 4.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1 there exists a positive constant 
Cq,q~ such that 
EItXt14q4d Gcq,qf ((g lanipr + ~(logN(G,d,.z))(llq)-C’*.idr) . (4.3) 
Proof. Let {e,,n 3 l} be a Rademacher sequence independent of { &,, n > 1). We may 
assume that each E, is defined on probability space (Qi, 91 ,Pl ) and 5, on (522, SF., P2). 
Define 
X(t,%%) = g ana,(mi )Sn(~2)rn(t) (4.4) 
n=l 
for t E Gl, 01 E 01, 02 E sL2. Then X is equal to X in distribution. We deduce from 
Lemma 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 in Marcus and Pisier (1985) that 
Em, II& ., wz)llcj ,,(dfi) < C,,,@,, Ix@, .,02)1 + sup &02(% t) 
s,tEG 
+ 
s 
o (log N(G, &,, E))(“~)--(“~‘) d&) 
for almost all o2 E s22, where oU2(s,t) is defined by 
&,(s,t) = Il{wx~2)(~n(s) - mWHp,m 
for 1 < p < 2; and 
( 
‘I2 
h&t) = 2 14215n(~2)121~n(~) - mW12 
n=l ) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
for p = 2. 
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Since E,Z6,,(s, t) < C&s, t) and Em2 s~p,,~~o 6,(s, t) < C,(c,“_, la, Ip)l’p for 1 < 
p 62, then Lemma 4.1 is completed by using Lemma 3.11 from Marcus and Pisier 
(1984a). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We only prove (i), since (ii) is similar and easier. Suppose 
that {& nbl}, i=1,2 ,..., are sequences of independent random variables with the 
same distribution as { &, n > 1) and independent of {r,, n > 1). Let 
1 VI z, = - 
&P c 
Xi”. 
n>N i=l 
(4.8) 
We need the following elementary inequality which has been used by Juknevichiene 
(1986, p. 285) 
< c,. (4.9) 
Without loss of generality, we can assume C, < 1, since a change of scale will ensure 
this. Thus by Lemma 4.1 and (4.9) we have 
where dN(ht) = (Cn,N la,lPlr,(s) - I-~(~)IP)“P for any s,t E G. 
Since C,“=, lanlP < cc and j&logN(G,d,s)) (llq)--(l/q’) de < co, it follows that 
J&Im 
J 
(logN(G,dN,E))(“q)--(llq’)d& = 0 
0 
by the dominated convergence theorem, and hence 
Similarly, 
= 0. 
4y(dp) 
Thus, for any E > 0 and bounded Lipschitz function f on LzU,(dp) there exists a 
positive integer N 2 1 such that 
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In addition, since each 5, belongs to the domain of normal attraction of 8, then for 
fixed N there is a positive integer m 3 1 such that 
IV (A g $ a&) -Ef ($ ,n.q + 
Hence, for any E > 0 there exists an m > 1 such that 
(4.11) 
Remark 4.1. Suppose that 1 < p < 2 and q’ = 0;). From Theorem C of Marcus 
and Pisier (1984a) we may conclude that if X belongs to the domain of the normal 
attraction of a p-stable random process Y in C(G), then &(logN(G,d,.s))“q ds < cc 
for q = p/( p - 1). However, the corresponding necessary condition does not hold if 
q’<m. 
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